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Suppose that in the future we find a way to power sustained-acceleration we can live with e.g. for roundtrips to
Vega about 25 lightyears away. How would you design a set of shuttle wall-clocks to help crew and passengers
keep track of voyage progress in local-time, as well as the “current time” at your launch and destination
points? Also, might this design project provide insight into the nature of spacetime, and its effects on the
low-speed world in which most of us live?

I. INTRODUCTION

Although coordinate-acceleration, defined as the
second-derivative of map-position with respect to map-
time, cannot be held constant as one’s speeds become
relativistic, the frame-invariant proper-acceleration of a
rocketship can be held constant as long as you can exert
the thrust and carry the fuel needed to power it1,2. In
spite of modern movie tales about interstellar travel this
is unlikely to be practical in the near future, but it is fun
to think about nonetheless. We make the case here that
thinking about it may be educational as well.

II. THE CHALLENGE

Let’s imagine that an outpost in the neighborhood of
Vega (about 25 lightyears away) has been established,
and that a “shuttle service” for transporting physical
objects (like colonists) between Sol and Vega has been
established using “sustained 1-gee acceleration” technol-
ogy. Shuttle crew and passengers might enjoy seeing a
display marking progress during their constant proper-
acceleration roundtrip (about 6.6 years on ship-clocks
each way, with a thrust-direction turn-around half-way
between), and your task is to come up with something
that will at a glance give them a picture of where things
stand.

In addition to aesthestic matters of design, there are
technical issues to consider as well. Far-away simultane-
ity is ambiguous because of the “causality-gap” which
e.g. deprives us of a real-time view of unfolding events
on the surface of Mars, and in addition prevents us from
giving real-time feedback even if we had that real-time
view e.g. on how a navigating rover should respond. In
other words, Mars surface (and that of any far-away ob-
ject) is obscured by such a causality-gap.

Is the “current time” on Mars’ surface: (i) the last in-
stant (in Mars’ past) on which we have incoming data e.g.
when the crowd cheers at the incoming video of a rescue
in Mars’ orbit, (ii) the first instant (in Mars’ future) on
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FIG. 1. Closeup of the first turn-around event on an x-ct
plot of a generic constant proper-acceleration roundtrip. This
is where the Sol (left brown-dashed vertical line) and Vega
(right brown-dashed vertical line) “causality-gap” boundaries
(green right-angle intersections) share a common symmetry.
The tangent free-float-frame position isocontour at this point
is the blue dashed-tangent, while its time-isocontour is a blue
solid-line.

which earth actions now can have an effect e.g. when the
crowd cheers as we push the button just in time to warn
Mars colonists to take cover following a recent solar flare,
or (iii) something else? Halfway between is the standard
answer to this question if Mars is not being accelerated
to relativistic speeds, but otherwise the alternatives are
more varied.

A. causality limits

Figure 1 here shows closeup of the first half of the
standard x-ct diagram for a generic constant proper-
acceleration round-trip trajectory (in red), with one-
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eighth round-trip benchmarks in traveler-time super-
posed (as green dots). The focus is on the first thrust-
reversal point halfway to the destination. The causality-
gap at each destination (dashed vertical lines) is defined
the by the 45-degree diagonals (in green), and depends
only on the shuttle’s position as measured by galactic
map-frame (e.g. “Milkyway Mean Position”) coordi-
nates.

The vertical axis of this plot similarly represents time
on (to first order) synchronized galactic map-frame clocks
(e.g. “Milkyway Mean Time” or MMT). By sliding that
diagonal intersection along the trajectory, of course, you
can see that the causality gap will be smaller for the des-
tination to which we are nearest. Most probably agree3

that the “current time” at a far-away point, from the
perspective of our shuttle travelers, should probably lie
somewhere within this causality gap.

B. tangent free-float-frame notions

A popular notion of extended-simultaneity that might
work for accelerated travelers in flat spacetime imagines
a co-moving “free-float-frame” observer (unaccelerated in
flat spacetime) who is attached to a co-moving extended
network of yardsticks and synchronized clocks separate
from the galactic network already discussed. Time and
space axes for this “tangent free-float-frame” network
are shown in Fig. 1 by blue dashed and solid lines,
respectively, obtained as usual with help from special-
relativity’s Lorentz transform.

The solid blue space-axis is an “isocontour” of constant
time in that co-moving frame, which can be extrapolated
to either of the roundtrip destination end-points, for an
answer to “What time is it at that destination now?”.
This answer depends on both shuttle position (which de-
termines the intersection location along the trajectory)
and shuttle-velocity (which determines the angle between
space and time axes).

C. radar-time notions

Radar-time simultaneity4, like all simultaneity models
discussed here, reduces to the halfway in-between conven-
tion for “current time on Mars and other non-accelerating
objects” discussed at the beginning of this section.

Radar-time’s main advantage may be that requires no
frames of synchronized clocks at all, and as a result works
also in curved spacetime. Its main disadvantages are that
it depends on shuttle trajectory throughout the causality-
gap, and is messier to calculate5 as suggested by the “25
zone” plot of radar-time and radar-position isocontours
in Fig. 2.

For the application here, its estimate of “current time
at the destination points” is closer to the local MMT
value. To observers at rest in the galaxy, of course, both

FIG. 2. Radar-separation hypersurfaces for an accelerated
traveler on a generic constant proper-acceleration roundtrip.

local MMT clocks and clocks at the destination points are
synchronized. Which brings me to the final alternative.

D. local map-time notions

If we can at least assume a local galactic network of
synchronized MMT clocks (e.g. by neglecting the effects
of gravitational potential differences within this region
of the Milkyway), yet another alternative may be to ask
what MMT time is on clocks in the current neighborhood
of the shuttle. This time has no causality-gap, is centered
within the causality-gaps for both end-point destinations,
and has the advantage that it fixes the current time at
both Sol and Vega to be one and the same.

III. SAMPLE SOLUTION

What will your wall clock look like in addressing this
challenge?

For instance, since 6.6 years should provide lots of op-
portunity to think about time and space on a one-way
trip, the sample solution illustrated with a collection of
snapshots in Fig. 3 (and available with equations in gif-
animation form on Wikimedia Commons6) is fairly rich in
detail. It uses 4 clock faces to show the current causality-
gap for each end-point destination, as well as times at all
of the locations using each of the definitions discussed
above.
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FIG. 3. Selected set of clock snapshots on a 6.58 traveler-year 1-gee constant proper-acceleration roundtrip to Vega about 25
lightyears away, at 1/8th roundtrip time-increments from Sol-departure in row 1 of: 0, 1.645, row 2 of: 3.29, 4.935, and row 3
of: 6.58, and 8.225 traveler-years.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the top-left corner “earth launch” panel of Fig. 3,
note the ±25 year causality-gap (shaded) we have today
as more or less stationary observers looking out at Vega.
It’s this causality-gap that is responsible for the 8 to 48
minute communications turn-around time (depending on
orbital positions) between earth and Mars, as well as for
the much larger gaps associated with the study of objects
outside of our galaxy.

Given this causality-gap when traveling interstellar dis-
tances, the timing from your perspective of far away
events admits to more than one model. Since comov-
ing networks of yardsticks of synchronized clocks in flat
spacetime are not usually available, tangent free-float-
frame simultaneity has been useful mainly for exploring
special-relativistic symmetries.

When a preferred extended map-frame of yardsticks
and synchronized clocks is available, the best way to de-
scribe the timing of a far away event may be cite the local
map-time of that event. When no map-frame of yard-
sticks and synchronized clocks is available, the metric-
equation’s bookkeeper-time may have limited physical

meaning. Hence the only alternative for the “What’s
happening there now?” question may then be the “half-
way in-between” radar-time of that event.

One message from the causality-gap is therefore this:
The timing of far-away events may not be set in stone
until light from those events reaches your grasp.
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